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Digital research environments are confronted with a gap between simple search interfaces and
advanced functionalities for (text) analysis. Researchers can usually choose between either a
user-friendly search interface to read individual sources with few or no options for analysis, or
API-access or data export which necessitates coding skills for advanced analyses of (big)
datasets (Edmond & Garnett 2015). GLAM-institutions, researchers and even publishers are in
search of the silver bullet for user-friendly text analysis, usable for scholars (and others) without
coding skills, to take advantage of recent developments in artificial intelligence, natural
language processing and other (computational) fields (e.g. Gale Digital Scholar Lab, ProQuest
TDM Studio, Constellate and the recent plans for a Trove researcher platform). One
development has been the increasing uptake of Jupyter Notebooks as interactive tools for data
analysis (Candela et al. 2020), but these too depend on the researcher’s capacity to write code.

User studies and literature on comparable platforms for textual collections provide little to no
indications on how to bridge the gap. User research of the KB’s existing services (user-friendly
systems for searching and reading individual sources) show that available advanced
functionalities (e.g. n-gram viewers) are used only to a limited extent. Advanced methods for
research are also not mentioned by users, or only to a limited extent, as possibilities for
improving these services. While other researchers have attempted to bridge the gap, we find no
indications that this is achieved successfully. For example, one evaluation of Nederlab (a Dutch
platform for diachronic research of text collections, see https://www.nederlab.nl) concluded that
it could support plenty of research questions, albeit questions that are mainly related to
qualitative analyses (Struik 2015). The developers of the Media Suite (a Dutch platform for
mixed methods research on media collections, see https://mediasuite.clariah.nl) have organized
workshops with users, but an extensive user evaluation has not yet been published (or possibly
conducted) (Ordelman et al. 2019).

In the present study we explored whether the KB, the national library of the Netherlands, could
develop a digital research environment for historical text collections that bridges this gap and
offers advanced analysis tools that are sufficiently usable for scholars (and other users) without
programming skills, a so-called ‘textsuite’. The study employed a user-centric approach to
understand how this gap affects research practices (Kemman & Kleppe 2015; Thoden et al.
2017; Warwick 2012), including interviews with employees of the KB (5), developers of
comparable research environments (6) and potential users (15).

To determine the building blocks of such a textsuite we started from the scholarly primitives
introduced by Unsworth (2000). In later research these primitives have been grouped into
distinct research phases to be supported (Blanke & Hedges 2013). We furthermore extended
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this work with the description of data-driven historical research by Hoekstra & Koolen (2018)
and work on software requirements for (exploratory) text analysis (Shrikumar 2013). This led to
an overview of the research process where a textsuite could support users through different
activities per research phase. This schema was discussed with interviewees and enhanced
based on feedback. See Figure 1 for the resulting overview of the research process. Finally,
through an online questionnaire, which received 873 responses from users of KB’s existing
online services, we then assessed which functionalities could generate the most added value.

Figure 1. Overview of research process

From the interviews and the online questionnaire, we find a clear need for advanced options for
the discovery phase. Interviewees and respondents of the online survey either express an
explicit need for visualisations of available collections and search results, or indicate that they
would use these when available. There is also a clear need for advanced options for the
selection phase. Interviewees and respondents of the online survey indicate a strong need for
compiling collections of relevant sources.

However, there is no clear need for advanced capabilities for the analysis phase. Although this
was the starting point of the exploration, interviewees and respondents of the online survey
indicate that they have less need for this and may not use this even when offered. Three
arguments are central to this. First, because of the great heterogeneity of source material from
the KB and elsewhere, researchers prefer to bring sources together on their own computer for
analysis. The alternative is that a textsuite enables importing sources, which raises questions
about the sustainable preservation of composited collections. Secondly, because of the rapid
development of quantitative analysis tools, interviewees see a risk that the KB will offer tools
that quickly become outdated, especially if they are used too little to warrant significant effort in
continuous development. Finally, we note that when analysis functionality is offered in existing
platforms (e.g. the n-gram viewer in DBNL or frequency analysis in Nederlab) this does not
seem to lead to recognition and broad application for new research questions. The latent need
for such functionalities therefore seems limited. Interviewees do, however, see added value in
supporting the further process of analysing sources. This can be done by offering some basic
functions. Moreover, this could involve providing documentation or an explanation of how to
analyse (large) text collections. A textsuite can also play an educational role here. Finally, there
is no clear need for advanced features for the dissemination phase. Respondents of the online



survey indicated less a need for this. There is a great need among interviewees to be able to
collaborate as a community on text collections, to share annotations and improve metadata and
OCR. However, this raises questions regarding sustainable storage and the quality and
uniformity of (meta)data.

We conclude that it is not desirable to support all four phases of the research process within a
single platform. Instead, we find that researchers mainly desire support for creating selections of
heterogeneous source material for subsequent analysis. A textsuite could offer advanced
functionalities of data discovery and selection to support the creation of (large) selections of
sources for analysis, functioning as a user-friendly front end to an API. Users can then make
their own selection of sources and export them. While this does not introduce a technological
solution to bridge the gap between searching and advanced analysis, such an environment
could facilitate researchers to do so themselves.
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